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Abstract--We give strong conditions on singularities of complex extensions of analytic finite 
scaling functions. We define a generalization which removes the constraints on scaling factors and 
translations, called "attinely recursive" functions, and prove that if such a function is analytic and 
either odd or even with at least one pole, then there must be a sequence of poles with unbounded 
real parts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite scaling function ¢ is a real-valued function on the real numbers satisfying a functional 
k t equation of the form ¢(t)  = ~j=-k  ¢(  -- J)" These functions are studied in wavelet theory (see, 
e.g., [1]). The recursive nature of the definition puts constraints on the possible singularities for 
complex extensions, and we shall study this idea in a general setting. 
An a~inely recursive function is a real-valued function on the real numbers, which can be 
expressed as an affine combination of its scaled and translated copies in a nontrivial way. Sym- 
k bolically, ¢(t)  = ~-~j=l wj¢(v j t  + bj) + c. 
We first discovered the concept of affine recursiveness in connection with investigating the 
existence of multiple parameterizations for a single-hidden-layer feedforward neural network of 
"perceptron" type, which realize the same input-output function. Other than operating by simple 
geometric and algebraic symmetries, there are two distinct parameterizations if and only if the 
activation function of the computational  units is affinely recursive [2-4]. 
In this paper, we give the basic properties of afflnely recursive functions and several examples 
with an iterative construction. Then results are proved to show that  complex extensions of real 
analytic functions must satisfy various conditions in order to be affinely recursive. The main 
technique is to note how the recursion generates one singularity from another; this idea was 
suggested to us by Kreinovich in the context of rational functions [4]. Looking at finite scaling 
functions, we are able to prove that  there must be a very rapidly spreading set of poles if there 
is at least one pole. 
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2. AFF INELY  RECURSIVE  FUNCTIONS 
A real function ¢ : T~ -~ T~ is affinely reeursive if it satisfies a functional equation 
k 
¢(t) =  wje(vst + + c, 
j= l  
(i) 
where k > 2, all wj ~ 0, all vj ~ 0, all pairs (v j ,b j )  are different and if bj = 0 then vy 7 ~ 1. 
An important special case is given by the finite scaling functions satisfying 
k 
¢(t) = w j¢(2t - j ) .  (2) 
j=-k 
Call two real-valued functions ¢, T aJ:finely equivalent if there exist nonconstant affine trans- 
formations a, f~ : 7~ -~ T~ such that ~ = (~ o T o/3. It is easy to see that affine recursiveness i  a 
property of affine equivalence classes, and that the derivative of an affinely recursive function is 
affinely recursive. 
Some piecewise linear functions (popular as neural network activation functions) are affinely 
recursive. Heaviside's function O(t) = 0 if t < 1; 0(t) = 1 if t > 1 satisfies the affine recursion 
0(t) = (1/2)(~(2t - 1) + O(3t - 2)), while the "ramp sigmoid" p(t), which agrees with O(t) except 
for t E (0, 1) where p(t) = t, satisfies the functional equation p(t) = (1/2)(p(2t) + p(2t - 1)). 
A much more interesting affinely recursive function is Daubechies' scaling function D4 which 
satisfies the functional equation 
D4(t) = 1((1 + r)D4(2t) + (3 + r)D4(2t - 1) + (3 - r)D4(2t - 2) + (1 - r)D4(2t - 3)), 
where r = v~ (see, e.g., [1]). 
Extending the classical Devil's staircase function 5, defined on the unit interval to the whole 
real line by putting 5(t) = O, for t < 0 and 5(t) = 1, for t > 1, we get still another affinety 
recursive function since 5 satisfies the functional equation 5(t) = (1/2)(5(3t) + 5(3t - 2)). In fact, 
5 can be constructed recursively as a limit of a sequence of functions {Sn; n EAf} (Af denotes the 
set of natural numbers), where 5o is the ramp sigmoid and 5n+l(t) = (1/2)(Sn(3t) + 5n(3t - 2)). 
More generally, starting with any function ¢0 : T~ -~ T~ we can construct recursively a sequence 
k 
{¢n; n E .hf}, putting Cn+l(t) = ~--~j=l wjCn(v j t  + bj). If {¢n; n EAf} converges pointwise to a 
function ¢ : T~ - ,  7~, then ¢ satisfies the functional equation (1). The following theorem gives a 
sufficient condition for convergence of such a sequence. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let a sequence of functions {¢n; n EAf} satisfy the following conditions: Co(t) = 
0 for t <_ O, Co(t) 1 for t _> 1, ¢o([0, 1]) C_ [0, 1] and Cn+l(t) k ---- ---- E j= I  WJ~gn(Vjt ~- 5j), where 
k k _> 2 and ~ j= lwJ  = 1, for every j = 1 , . . . , k ,  wj E (0,1) and putt ing a j ( t )  = v j t  + bj the 
family {O~j--l((0, 1)); j = 1 , . . . ,  k} is pairwise disjoint. Then there exists a function ¢ : T~ ---, T~ 
such that {¢n; n E A/} converges uniformly to ¢. 
PROOF. Put w = max{wj; j = 1, . . .  ,k}. It is easy to verify that for any no, n ,m EAf  such 
that n ,m > no and for every t E ~ [¢n(t) -- Cm(t)[ < w n°. Hence, for every t E T~ the sequence 
{¢n(t); n EAf} is Cauchy, and so there exists ¢(t) = limn--.~ Cn(t). | 
This type of construction leads to rather nonsmooth functions. However, the only example we 
know of smooth affinely recursive functions are the polynomials. If P is a polynomial of degree r, 
then an inductive argument in [4] establishes that for any real a, P(t)  = ~r j+~( -1) J+ icy+lp( t  +
ja) ,  where C~ is the number of combinations of n items taken m at a time. 
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3. FUNCTIONS THAT ARE NOT AFF INELY  RECURSIVE  
Recall that a real function is real analytic if it can be expanded locally as a power series at 
every point. We can now complexify by replacing the power series variable with z, using the 
uniqueness theorem [5, p. 102] to get a general analytic function and extend this to a complete 
analytic function ~. By the "permanence of functional relations" [5, p. 210] the affine recursion 
continues to hold 
k 
• (z) = ~ ~y~(~z + by), (3) 
j= l  
with the previous restrictions on k and the wj, v j, by. 
Now suppose that the analytic continuation ~ has a pole z0. Then there must exist some 
j c {1 , . . . ,  k}, for which VjZo +bj is also a pole. This defines a directed graph on the set of poles, 
which depends on the particular affine recursion. By showing that various types of recursion 
must exist, we show that certain conditions for the poles are forced. 






(v j  : 1 , . . . ,  k)(Ivjl ~ 1)~((Ivyl = 1) ~ (bj > 0)), 
(Vj : 1, . . .  ,k)(O < Ivjl ~ 1)&((Iv¢l = 1) ~ (bj > 0)), 
(Vj = 1,...,kD(lvjl >_ 1)&((lvj[ = 1) =~ (bj < 0)), 
(v j  = 1 , . . .  ,k ) (0  < Ivjl <_ 1)&((Ivjl  = 1) ~ (bj < 0)), 
there exists an anne recursion such that ~b(t) k = ~j=l  wj~(vjt  + bj) + c. 
PROOF. Suppose that ~b satisfies a recursion of form (1). Put v0 = 1, b0 = 0, w0 = -1 .  Then 
k ~b satisfies the functional identity 0 = ~j=0 wj~b(vjt + bj) + c, where none of the coefficients vj 
(or wj) are 0. To see that condition (i) can be achieved, replace t by ( t -D) /a ,  where a = min{[vj]; 
j = 0, . . .  ,k} and/3 = min{bj; Ivjl = ~}. The other three cases follow using "max" as well as 
"ra in."  | 
We introduce some convenient notation. Write 7~ for the set of poles of a complex analytic 
function ~, and for any set X and function u defined on X, let u(X) denote the set {u(x); 
x E X}. Also we write N(z) and ~(z), respectively, for the real and imaginary parts of a complex 
number z. For any affine reeursion (1) and any z0 E PC, denote by F(z0) the set of all poles of 
of the form vjzo + bj for j E {1, . . . ,  k}. This defines a directed graph on the set of poles in which 
the arcs are of form (z0, vyzo + by), and by our remark above there is always at least one arc from 
any vertex of the graph. Hence, there is an infinite sequence of arcs which could be traversed by 
starting at any pole and following a sequence generated by the recursion. Clearly, this sequence 
may consist either of an infinitely long path or a cycle or both. When the context is clear, we 
shall refer to the directed graph as F. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ~b : T~ -* T¢ be an odd or even analytic function such that its complete 
complex extension k~ has at least one pole. If f; is aNnely recursive, then N(7~ ) is not bounded. 
PROOF. Consider the affine recursion of Lemma 3.1 (ii). Each arc of the directed graph F 
corresponds to a particular choice of j. Since ~b is even or odd, we can always require that vy be 
positive for all j .  Following an infinite sequence of arcs, either vj < 1 for infinitely many of the 
arcs or not. 
In the first case, the imaginary part of the sequence of poles is tending to 0. If the real part of 
the sequence of poles remained bounded, then it would have a finite accumulation point which is 
impossible by [5, p. 102]. Hence, the real part cannot be bounded. 
In the second case, there are infinitely many positive by in the sequence and hence the real part 
of the sequence of poles is again unbounded. | 
In particular, any odd or even function with a finite nonempty set of poles (such as rational 
functions) cannot be affinely recursive; see also [4]. Also, since the poles of hyperbolic tangent 
o 
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are odd integral multiples of zci, by Theorem 3.2, neither tanh nor the logistic sigmoid A(t) = 
1/(1 + e - t )  (which is affinely equivalent to it) can be affinely recursive. This has applications to 
the theory of multilayer neural networks (see [2-4]). 
The conditions here do not apply to entire functions. While polynomials are affinely recursive, 
the problem remains to characterize affinely recursive transcendental functions. For example, the 
Gaussian function V(t) = e -1/t2 is not affinely recursive; see [4] for a direct argument based on 
asymptotic properties. 
For finite scaling functions, if there are any poles, then there must be very many of them, 
including infinite sequences going to the right, to the left and from every pole there must be a 
sequence with exponentially increasing imaginary part. The right and left sequences can either 
approach the real axis or not; in the latter case, the sequence becomes horizontal with integral 
jumps. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ¢ : 1"4 ~ T4 be an analytic finite scaling function satisfying the equation (2) 
and having at least one pole. Then, 
(i) for any pole z, there is another pole of the form 2z - j ,  for some j e { -k , . . . ,  k}; 
(ii) there is a sequence of poles with imaginary part either constant or tending to 0 and real 
part tending to +co where, when the imaginary part is constant, the difference between 
the real parts of any two consecutive ntries is an integer j E {1, . . . ,  2k } ; 
(iii) there is a sequence of poles as in (ii) but with decreasing real part. 
PROOF. Part (i) is an immediate consequence of (2). 
To verify (ii) replace t by x = 2t - k to get the recursion 
2k 
j= l  
(4) 
Starting with any pole z of @ construct recursively a sequence of poles {zn; n c H}  such that 
for every n either zn+l = (zn + k)/2 or Zn+l = z,~ + jn for some Jn E {1, . . . ,  2k}. Let us color 
with "blue" the arcs of the graph F corresponding to recursion (4) if the first case happens and 
"green" if the second case holds. 
Such a sequence must contain infinitely many green arcs; otherwise, the set of poles has a finite 
accumulation point. If there are only a finite number of blue arcs, then the sequence is eventually 
horizontal and all of the green arcs correspond to an integral change in real part with no change 
in imaginary part. Hence, a sequence of type (ii) must exist. 
The case when t is replaced by x = 2t+k is analogous and leads to a sequence of poles satisfying 
the condition (iii). | 
4. REMARKS 
Our arguments in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 can be somewhat generalized to allow for essential 
singularities. Plainly, arcs of the pole graph carry poles to poles of the same order. Starting at z 
an essential singularity, it is clear that some vjz  + bj must also be an essential singularity. 
Note that Theorem 3.2 could also be extended using all of Lemma 3.1. By (ii) and (iv) if 
inf ~(T'~) > 0, then sup~(~P~) = co and inf ~(Tvv) = -co;  while by (i) and (iii) if sup ~(7~e) < 
co, then sup~(T'~,) = co and in f~(P~)  = -oo.  Thus, if the imaginary parts of the poles are 
either bounded away from 0 or away from co, then the real parts go to both +oe and -co .  
Theorem 3.3 also has a refinement; one can show that the horizontal jumps can always be chosen 
to be at most k rather than 2k. 
Another interesting functional recursion, much stronger than affine recursiveness, i  a notion 
due to Knuth [6, p. 42]: A function ¢ is "replicative" if for every positive integer n, ¢ satisfies 
a recursion of the form ¢(t) = Y~'=I un¢((t + j - 1)/n). Some functions, such as the Bernoulli 
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polynomials and the Hurwitz zeta function, are known to be replicative [7]. We thank M. Somos 
for the reference. 
We have utilized the fact that our affine recursions have real coefficients at several points; 
however, the theory allowing complex coefficients for the recursions could also be interesting. 
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